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OSGi is a popular Java-based platform, which has its
roots in the area of embedded systems. However,
nowadays it is used more and more in enterprise systems.
To fit this new application area, OSGi has recently
been extended with the Remote Services specification.
This specification enables distribution, which OSGi was
previously lacking. However, the specification provides
means for synchronous communication only and leaves
out asynchronous communication. As an attempt to fill a
gap in this field, we propose, implement and evaluate an
approach for the integration of asynchronous messaging
into OSGi.
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1. Introduction

Messaging [1] is defined as a middleware tech-
nology that enables speedy, asynchronous, appli-
cation-to-application communication with reli-
able message delivery. Applications commu-
nicate to each other by sending and receiving
packets of data called messages. Channels are
logical pathways that connect the applications
and transport the messages.

There are two types of channels: queues and
topics. Both are provided by means of message-
oriented middleware (MoM). Figure 1 shows
that applications are connected over MoM for
communication with each other. This commu-
nication is asynchronous because an application
(“client”) sends a request to another application
(“server”), but does not wait for a response.
Rather, it continues working. The response can
be received at any later time. This is in con-
trast with synchronous communication, where

an application (“client”) sends a request to an-
other application (“server”) and keeps waiting
until it receives a response.

Figure 1. Messaging.

By definition,messaging refers to asynchronous
communication. However, it is also possible to
implement synchronous communication based
on MoM. Therefore, we’ll distinguish two types
of messaging: synchronous and asynchronous.

2. Motivation

OSGi [3] provides a runtime container for Java-
based applications, also known as bundles. OSGi
has its roots in the area of embedded systems.
However, nowadays it is used more and more in
enterprise systems. To fit this new application
area, OSGi has recently been extended with the
Remote Services specification. This specifica-
tion enables distribution, which OSGi was pre-
viously lacking. Still, the specification leaves
out asynchronous communication. Rather, it
provides means for synchronous communica-
tion only. This requires the client and the server
to be available at the same time. However, such
tight coupling may not be possible or desired in
many applications, which are asynchronous by
nature.
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As an example, let’s consider the credit request
process submitted to an Automated Underwrit-
ing System (AUS) in a home loan processing
application [4]. After a borrower submits the
loan application, the mortgage company sends
a request to the AUS for credit history informa-
tion. Since this request is for a comprehensive
credit report with details such as borrower’s cur-
rent and past credit accounts, late payments and
other financial details, it usually takes longer
time (hours or sometimes even days) to get a
response. It does not make sense for the client
to keep a connection to the server open and wait
that long for the result. So the communication
occurs asynchronously; i.e., once the request
is submitted, it is placed in a queue that can
be accessed across a network and the client dis-
connects from the server. Then the AUS service
picks up the request from the specified queue,
processes it, and puts the result message in an-
other queue. Finally, the client will pick up
the result message from the queue and continue
with processing the credit history information.

The example above shows that a lack of sup-
port for asynchronous communication can be
a severe hindrance for further use of OSGi in
enterprise systems. As an attempt to fill a gap
in this field, in our previous paper [2] we pro-
posed an approach to integrating asynchronous
messaging into OSGi. In this paper, we’ll also
discuss the implementation of our approach and
report the results of performance evaluation.

3. Approach

Figure 2 gives an overview of our approach.
Since our approach aims at integrating asyn-
chronousmessaging intoOSGi in a non-invasive

way (i.e., without changing OSGi and legacy
bundles), it leverages an OSGi’s service called
Event Admin (EA) [3].

TheEA already supports synchronous and asyn-
chronous communication, by providing twometh-
ods: sendEvent and postEvent. As shown in
Figure 3, both methods have the same signature,
but different semantic. The sendEvent method
sends an event synchronously. Therefore, it will
wait until the event is handled by event handler
services. (The event handler services can be
registered by any bundle that is interested in re-
ceiving this event.) By contrast, the postEvent
method sends an event asynchronously. There-
fore, it returns immediately.

public interface EventAdmin{
void sendEvent(Event e);

void postEvent(Event e);

}
Figure 3. Event Admin API.

However, leveraging the EA is more challeng-
ing than it can appear at first sight. This is
because distribution and reliable message de-
livery are not part of the EA itself. Next we’ll
show how our approach addresses these issues.

3.1. Distribution

TheEAalready provides asynchronous commu-
nication. But this communication is local (i.e.,
from within an OSGi container). We solved this
problem, by introducing MoM, also known as a
messaging system (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. Approach to asynchronous messaging.
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But this implies another problem. The commu-
nication mechanism of the MoM is based on
messages, whereas the communication mecha-
nism of the EA is based on events. We solved
this problem by introducing a mediation com-
ponent called Event Distribution System (EDS)
(see Figure 2). The EDS receives events from
the EA and forwards them as messages to the
MoM. In the opposite direction, the EDS re-
ceives messages from the MoM and forwards
them as events to the EA. Thereby the com-
munication between the MoM and the EA is
provided by means of the EDS.

Figure 4 illustrates this communication when
a bundle sends an event to the MoM. At first,
this event is sent to the EA. The EA delivers
the event to the event handler services. One
of these services is registered as a listener for
the event by the EDS, which thereby receives
the event. The EDS creates a message from
the contents of the event and forwards it to the
MoM. Thus, the event sending bundle (“pro-
ducer”) communicates with the EA only; it has
no direct knowledge of the EDS and the MoM.

Figure 4. Asynchronous event delivery.

Figure 5. Asynchronous event reception.

Figure 5 illustrates the communication when a
bundle receives a message from the MoM. At
first, this message is sent to the EDS. The EDS
creates an event from the contents of the mes-
sage and forwards it to the EA. The EA delivers
the event to the event handler services. One of
these services is registered by the bundle, which

is interested in receiving the event. Thus, the
event receiving bundle (“consumer”) also com-
municates with the EA only; it has no direct
knowledge of the EDS and the MoM.

3.2. Reliable message delivery

As shown in Figure 5, the EDS receives a mes-
sage from the MoM and forwards it as an event
to the EA. The EA delivers this event to the
event handler services that are listening for this
event. However, once the event has been for-
warded to the EA, the EDS cannot know if the
event reaches its destination. Therefore, the
EDS cannot know if a message can be acknowl-
edged or if an exception needs to be thrown in
order to inform the MoM of a failed delivery.
We solved this problem by connecting the EDS
to the event handler services so that the EDS can
forward the event to them directly (see Figure
2). Thereby the EDS has full control over the
delivery process and thus, can acknowledge the
MoM when the delivery was successful. The
EDS can also store events in a persistent stor-
age and keep them there until they can be suc-
cessfully delivered to the event handler services.
This behavior guarantees reliable message de-
livery; i.e., the MoM can send a message and be
sure that this message will reach its destination,
even in the case of a failure.

As shown in Figure 4, the EA receives an event
from the event sending bundle and forwards it to
the EDS. But the EA can deliver the event only
if the EDS is available at the very moment of
this delivery. Therefore, the event sending bun-
dle cannot know if the event was successfully
delivered to the EDS. We solved this problem
by connecting the event sending bundle to the
EDS (see Figure 2).

The event sending bundle now knows that the
event was successfully delivered to the EDS as
it sends the event to the EDS directly. How-
ever, the EDS still has no way to inform the
event sending bundle about a failed delivery.
We solved this problem by extending the Event
Admin API. As shown in Figure 6, the ex-
tended Event Admin API provides a method
postEventReliable, which has the same seman-
tic as postEvent, but throws an exception in the
case of a failure. Thereby, the event sending
bundle gets informed about the failure.
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public interface ExtendedEventAdmin{
void sendEventReliable(Event e) \
throws MessagingException;

void postEventReliable(Event e) \
throws MessagingException;

}
Figure 6. Extended Event Admin API.

But herein lies another problem. Our previous
solution breaks the compatibility with legacy
bundles, which are not aware of the extended
Event Admin API. We solved this problem as
follows. The right side of Figure 2 shows that
newly created bundles will use the extended
Event Admin API to guarantee reliable message
delivery. The left side of Figure 2 shows that
legacy bundles will continue to use the “stan-
dard” Event Admin API. The centre of Figure 2
shows an event handler service; it is a regis-
tered service that is listening for events to be
distributed to both legacy and newly created
bundles.

4. Implementation

To prove the feasibility of our approach, we im-
plemented an open-source distributed middle-
ware system called LightSabre (http://fuse
source.com/forge/projects/LIGHTSABRE) in
cooperation with two industry partners. These
partners established the following requirements
for LightSabre:

• It should use the ActiveMQ Broker as MoM.

• It should run on Java Micro Edition (Java
ME) to demonstrate its usability for embed-
ded systems where OSGi has its roots.

• It should run on Java Enterprise Edition
(Java EE) to demonstrate its usability for en-
terprise systems where OSGi is increasingly
used nowadays.

Figure 7 gives an overview of LightSabre. Since
the EDS should be able to communicate with
ActiveMQ Broker, we might use the ActiveMQ
client libraries to implement the EDS. However,
these libraries require Java 1.5 and thus, they
cannot be used in Java ME, which is based on

Java 1.4. Although the translation of Java byte
code from 1.5 to 1.4 is possible (e.g., using a
RetroTranslator tool), the libraries are still too
big for loading into a typical Java ME runtime,
which has small memory footprint compared to
Java EE. We solved this problem, by introduc-
ing two additional mediation components. One
is a STOMP Wrapper, which allows the EDS to
communicate with the broker from within Java
ME; this communication is done over a STOMP
protocol. Another mediation component is an
ActiveMQ Wrapper, which allows the EDS to
communicate with the broker from within Java
EE; this communication is done over an Open-
Wire protocol, the native protocol of the bro-
ker. Thereby LightSabre can run on both Java
ME and Java EE. The wrappers also helped us
to make the EDS independent of a protocol-
specific API.

Figure 7. LightSabre.

The conversion from events to messages and
back now takes place in the wrappers and not
in the EDS. In particular, the STOMP Wrap-
per converts events to the messaging format of
the STOMP protocol. Since this format is just
a simple text, the event contents are limited to
simple data types such as integers and strings.
By contrast, the ActiveMQ Wrapper converts
events to JMS Map Messages, the messaging
format of the OpenWire protocol. Thus, all se-
rializable Java objects can constitute the event
contents.

LightSabre was successfully tested in Eclipse
Equinox, Apache Felix and Sprint Titan. How-
ever, LightSabre can be used with any OSGi
implementation as it leaves OSGi unchanged.
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5. Performance Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of LightSabre in
Java EE, we compared it to Java Message Ser-
vice (JMS) [5] because JMS already provides
both synchronous and asynchronous messag-
ing. We made a conjecture that LightSabre will
be slower than JMS due to the overhead of hav-
ing the EDS and the ActiveMQ Wrapper sitting
between the EA and the broker.

To check our conjecture, we wrote two types of
applications: synchronous and asynchronous.
Synchronous applications sent a number ofmes-
sages to the specified queue from which they
retrieved the messages again. However, the ap-
plications always waited for the reception of
the last message they had sent, before send-
ing a new one. Thereby they sent and received
the messages synchronously. Asynchronous ap-
plications sent a number of messages as fast
as possible to the specified queue. However,
while doing so, the applications also waited for
messages on the same destination in a different
thread and therefore without blocking the send
operations. Thereby they sent and received the
messages asynchronously.

Each of those two types of applications was im-
plemented on a base of both LightSabre and
JMS, resulting in four applications in total (two
synchronous and two asynchronous). For all
the four applications, we measured how long it
took from sending the first message until the re-
ception of the last message. Each of these mea-
surements was repeated 15 times. In each ap-
plication run, 100,000 messages were sent and
received. Furthermore, each of the measure-
ments was done with the broker on a remote
machine as well as with the local broker that
was running on the same machine as the client.
The remote machine was an Ubuntu Linux sys-
tem with 4GB memory. The machine, which
hosted both the broker and the client, was also
an Ubuntu Linux system but with 8GB memory.
The two machines were interconnected with a
gigabit Ethernet.

Figure 8 shows the average results of the differ-
ent application runs. The asynchronous applica-
tions that were based onLightSabre needed 5.63
and 6.46 seconds with the local and remote bro-
kers, respectively. However, the asynchronous
applications that were based on JMS needed

4.47 and 5.15 seconds with the local and re-
mote brokers, respectively. So LightSabre was
25% slower than JMS, regardless of whether the
broker was local or remote.

Figure 8. Results of performance evaluation.

The synchronous applications that were based
on LightSabre needed 22.28 and 49.32 sec-
onds with the local and remote brokers, respec-
tively. However, the synchronous applications
that were based on JMS needed 17.45 and 44.88
seconds with the local and remote brokers, re-
spectively. So in the case of local synchronous
communication, LightSabre was 27% slower
than JMS,whereas it was only 10% slowerwhen
the client communicated with the broker over a
network.

Thus, our experiments did show some decrease
in the performance. However, taking into ac-
count that the EDS and the ActiveMQ Wrapper
were not optimized at all, we expect to get bet-
ter performance after their optimization. Our
experiments also showed that the decrease be-
came less significant in the case of remote syn-
chronous communication.

6. Related Work

The work that most closely comes to ours is
ECF (Eclipse Communication Framework) [6],
where asynchronous messaging is implemented
on top of JMS by Distributed Event Admin
(DEA). The DEA replaces the “standard” EA
and thereby becomes responsible for distribut-
ing events to remote services.

Figure 9 gives an overview of the DEA, which
uses ActiveMQ Broker as MoM and supports
many protocols, including ActiveMQ. The big-
gest disadvantage of this approach is that it is in-
vasive; the DEA requires that a new API should
be used. Thereby the approach breaks the com-
patibility with legacy bundles, which are not
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aware of the new API. Another big disadvan-
tage is that reliable message delivery is not part
of the DEA itself.

Figure 9. Distributed Event Admin.

7. Conclusion

OSGi is a popular Java-based platform, which
has its roots in the area of embedded systems.
However, nowadays it is used more and more
in enterprise systems. To fit this new applica-
tion area, OSGi has recently been extended with
the Remote Services specification. This spec-
ification enables distribution, which OSGi was
previously lacking. However, the specification
supports synchronous communication only and
leaves out asynchronous communication. As
an attempt to fill a gap in this field, we pro-
posed, implemented and evaluated an approach
for the integration of asynchronous messaging
into OSGi.

Our approach has a number of advantages. First
of all, it provides seamless integration of asyn-
chronous messaging into OSGi. Besides being
relatively non-invasive, our approach guaran-
tees reliable message delivery and is a natural
fit for OSGi. Furthermore, our approach al-
lowsOSGi still to be used in embedded systems.
Originally, OSGi was targeted towards embed-
ded systems, which have limited memory and
processing power compared to enterprise sys-
tems. Therefore, it is important for OSGi to
remain applicable to embedded systems after
asynchronous messaging (needed for enterprise
systems) has been integrated into it.
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